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Phia,rnacists Cornpuuriding

Compounding iat is Compounding?

Do Compounded Medications

Require FDA Approvai? ‘What is Compounding?

Compounding is the Art and Science of Creating
Personalized Medications
Pharmacy compounding is the art end science of preparing

personalized medications tot patients Conipounded

medicalioi are mede fran, saatcW - individual ingredients

are mixed together in the exact strength end dosage form

required by the patient This method allows the compounding

pharmacist to work with the patient and the prescriber to

a,stcmize a medication to meet the patient’s specific needs.

Find out more about compounded medications:

• SpeciaLty CompoundIng: Compounding Is a usefui tool

in varied areas of medieine

a Aiternative Medication Fomis: Making medications more effective and easier to lake

• Compounding Answers: Answers to common compounding questions

A Brief History of Compounding

At one time, nearly eu prescriptions were compounded Wth the advent of mass drug manufacturing in the 1950s

and ‘SOs, compounding rapidly declined. The phamiacist’s reie as a preparer of medications quickly changed to

that of a dispenser of manufactured dosage forms, end most phamaclsts no longer were trained to compound

medications. However, the ‘one.lze-flts,ir nature of many mass-produced medications meant that some patients’

needs wets not being met

Innovative Compounding Technology & Techniques Meet
Patient Needs

Fortunately. compounding has experienced a resurgence as

modern technoiogy and innovative techniques and research

have avowed more pharmacists to customize medications to

meet specific patient needs

Trained, PCCA member pharmacists can now
personalize medicine for patients who need specific:

• Strengths

• Dosage forms

• Flavors

• ingredients exciuded from medications due to ailergies or

other sensitivities

Patients PrescrLbers Str:derils VetPes ,ju[n

The FDA approvai process is

intended for mass’produced

drugs made by manufacturers.

Because compounded

niecatlons are peracnaiized for

individual patients, ft Is not

possible for each tormuiation to

go through the FDA’s drug

approval ocess, which lakes

years to compiete and is

prohibitiveiy expensLve, often

costing hundreds of miihons of

dotiars

About PCCA

PCCA is an independent

compounding pharmacy’s

compiete resourca for fine

chemicals, devices, equipment,

training S support.
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